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BLACK SCREEN:

SIR PAUL CONDON (BBC ARCHIVE) O.S

I think there was a time when

a minority of officers

were prepared to bend the rules.

I think they were prepared

to massage the

evidence... elaborating on things

that were said in a way to make

sure that the case had the

strongest chance of going through

to a conviction. Often the truth

was the casualty in the process

of convicting criminals.

END BBC ARCHIVE

TEXT, WHITE ON BLACK: "... OFFICERS WERE PREPARED TO BEND

THE RULES... TO MASSAGE THE EVIDENCE..."

TEXT, WHITE ON BLACK: MET. POLICE COMMISSIONER, SIR PAUL

CONDON - BBC INTERVIEW, 1993

FADE UP ON:

1 INT/EXT. GRAYLINGWELL HOSPITAL - MORNING - (PRESENT) 1

TEXT: FEBRUARY 1995

A PSYCHIATRIC WARD - Drab cream walls. BROKEN MEN shuffle

like zombies. We SEE a hospital wrist band on a MANS ARM -

WILL MIDDLETON (age 40) - A strange TINNITUS sound (SFX)

rises as we slowly tilt up to the mans face staring

blankly out of a window. Competing with the strange sound,

voices echoes...

DC BARNET V.O.

...you’re not obliged to say

anything, but anything you do say

will be taken down...

DOCTOR V.O.

How do you feel?

The CRUNCH of gravel as a taxi drives up a roadway. A

spark of recognition in WILL’S eyes as a WOMAN disembarks

(BETH MIDDLETON, age 37).

WILL MIDDLETON O.S

...I will tell the truth, the

whole truth, and nothing but the

truth...

JUDGE LAMPTON MCGAEA O.S.

I will not have a word spoken

against these good officers...

(CONTINUED)



CONTINUED: (2) 2.

DOCTOR V.O.

How do you feel?

A NURSE wraps a coat around WILL’S shoulders.

NURSE

(to Will)

Are you ready, Will?

A DOCTOR hands the nurse a pot of tablets.

DOCTOR

(to nurse)

Before he leaves he needs to

swallow two of these.

DOCTOR hands over an envelope marked: ATTENTION

JUDGE MCGAEA.

DOCTOR (CONT’D)

And see to it that the Judge gets

this... It’s important.

2 INT. TAXI - MORNING 2

NURSE and BETH sit with WILL in the back of the TAXI as it

traverses down the drive and a sign comes into view -

GRAYLINGWELL PSYCHIATRIC HOSPITAL

TEXT: WHAT FOLLOWS IS BASED ON A TRUE STORY

From somewhere, like a memory, echoing in the distance,

something like: ALISON MOYET RENDITION "WINDMILLS OF YOUR

MIND" portrays Will’s STATE OF MIND. ECU on Will’s eyes,

staring directly ahead, colour bleeds to BLACK AND WHITE,

and we see the following moments in brief, vivid GLIMPSES:

*CREDIT SEQUENCE - INCORPORATING WILL’S BACKSTORY...

3 SPFX MONTAGE - WILL’S FRACTURED STATE OF MIND 3

NOTE: CREDITS & SPFX ROUGHLY TORN-OUT NEWS HEADLINES HANG

IN MID-AIR, 3-DIMENSIONALLY, INTEGRATED INTO IMAGES

BEHIND.

The corners of the image are blurry and fading as we

slowly PULL BACK from WILL’S eyes, to

reveal a DISTRAUGHT boys face (WILL age 7). Camera SPINS

around to reveal the child PINNED DOWN by a SMILING

TEACHER. Nothing is clear until,.. PULL BACK FURTHER, to

reveal another TEACHER violently BEATING the child with a

cane...

...pull back, out of the WINDOW, revealing STILL of young

BOYS MARCHING around the school playground in military

dress. A TEACHER, dressed as a Sergeant Major... pull back

into a clear sky amid a flock of seagulls, then down, down

(CONTINUED)



CONTINUED: (2) 3.

in a spiral. For the first time SEEING our location,

BRIGHTON in the 1960s. Roughly torn-out HEADLINES HANG IN

MID AIR, 3-DIMENSIONALITY with tHE IMAGES BEHIND: DAILY

SKETCH: ’WILDEST ONES YET’ - DAILY MIRROR: ’WILD ONES

INVADE SEASIDE’ - BEHIND we see images of the time: MODS &

ROCKERS, THE BEATLES, GIRLS IN MINI SKIRTS, BRIGHTON

PIER...

Side street outside the CLAREMONT HOTEL, Will (age 7), in

E-SLOW-MO, mid-flight - JOYOUSLY pulling away from the

outstretched hand of his NANNY. Pull back to see Will,

eyes WIDE, charging across a road, towards a beautiful

SPORTS CAR where myriad uniformed PORTERS unload luggage

for RACING DRIVER, GRAHAM HILL. Image fades to...

...ECU on Will’s GRIMACING face as a BOXING GLOVE IMPACTS,

sending tiny globules of RED BLOOD E-SLOW-MO swirling

3-DIMENSIONALITY above THE B&W IMAGE... pull back to

reveal the school BOXING RING with CHEERING boys. Image

fades to...

3-DIMENSIONAL HEADLINES with tHE IMAGES BEHIND: ’WOMAN

DIES IN FIRE’ ’CLAREMONT HOTEL DAMAGED IN

BLAZE’ BEHIND 1960s POLICE CARS and FIRE ENGINES speeding

- SPOT COLOUR - BLUE LIGHTS FLASHING. A B&W STILL of the

hotel with spot COLOUR FLAMES slowly burning away.

STILL of Will (age 9), in school cap and uniform in an

Austin Cambridge. CLOSE ON REAR SCREEN - THE FIRE DAMAGED

HOTEL IS REFLECTED in the GLASS as Will stares through.

Image fades to...

STILL of an austere BOARDING SCHOOL edifice with Will and

his parents, surrounded by luggage, tuck boxes, other

parents and small boys. Image fades to...

STILL of STARK DORMITORIES/VERY NARROW BEDS/GLOOMY CLASS

ROOMS, TEACHERS WIELDING CANES & BELTS. Image fades to...

...E-SLOW-MO of BLACK-BOARD-RUBBER in MID-FLIGHT. Camera

pulls around as the projectile impacts the side of Will’s

head. Camera pulls back to reveal a TEACHERS outstretched

arm violently ’bowling’ the object at Will. Image fades

to...

STILL of Will (age 12) astride a CAROUSEL horse. CLOSE on

Will’s face, COLOURS SLOWLY RETURNING as the image morphs

into adult Will (age 20) astride a prancing horse. Image

fades to...

3-DIMENSIONAL HEADLINES with tHE IMAGES BEHIND:

’DYSLEXIC WHIZ-KID’S BRIGHTON FACTORY OPENS’ BEHIND it,

STILL images of an electronics factory in full production,

champagne glasses with bubbly, Will driving an Aston

Martin DB6. Image fades to...

(CONTINUED)
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SERIES OF TORN-OUT 3-DIMENSIONAL HEADLINES with tHE IMAGES

BEHIND: ’WILL’S FOUND THE RIGHT FORMULA’ ’MIDDLETON WORLD

CHAMPIONSHIP TEAM’ ’MIDDLETON TEAM FOR LE MANS’ The

front cover of a BANKING MAGAZINE shows Will (age 30)

RACING DRIVER with the caption: ’HIGH SPEED SUCCESS’

- BEHIND it a UNION JACK RIPPLES in a blue sky. Still &

moving images of Will winning races, holding

aloft trophies, kissing his bride (BETH) on church steps,

piloting a helicopter and in a MATERNITY WARD, handed his

son. Image fades to...

A STILL of Will FLAILING IN MID-AIR - nothing is clear

until,.. the camera pulls back FURTHER, to reveal, Will,

E-SLOW-MO, FALLING BACKWARDS OFF A TERRIFIED HORSE. The

horse is REARING on its hind legs, forelegs off the

ground, an ACCIDENT SCENE FROZEN IN WILL’S MIND. The

camera pulls back FURTHER - A TROPICAL BEACH. Image fades

to...

TORN-OUT 3-DIMENSIONAL HEADLINES with tHE IMAGES

BEHIND:’PANIC SELLING’, ’WILD SELLING ORGY SENDS STOCK

MARKET TUMBLING’, ’RECORD UNEMPLOYMENT’ - BEHIND it the

image of Will, still in E-SLOW-MO, falling through

mid-air, arms out stretched... Images from 90’s stock

market crash: screens turning RED,

panic, unemployment QUEUES outside Job Centre, the fall of

MARGARET THATCHER... A fleeting glimpse of a MASONIC

EYE, enclosed by a compass and square. The eyelid is

CLOSED... SUDDENLY the eye SNAPS OPEN.

*end credit sequence

MATURE MIDDLETON O.S

The path we walk can be narrow

with many twists and turns. Some

steps can be hazardous. We may

falter.

But everything seems possible to

the young... we’re invincible!

The blurry fading corners of our view clear as we...

FADE UP:

4 INT. HOSPITAL SPINAL UNIT - DAY - PAST 4

TEXT: JULY 1992 - 2 YEARS EARLIER

WILL (age 37) sits in the office of Orthopaedic Surgeon,

DEREK DOLLAND. An X-Ray of Will’s spine is on an

illuminated VIEWER. The SURGEON is shaking his head and

pointing at the X-Ray. Will looks downcast, arguing, but

we can’t hear his words.

OVER THIS:

(CONTINUED)
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MATURE MIDDLETON O.S

Along the way there will be

decisions, decisions that really

matter. An opportunity. A

chance. Just one chance. Only one

chance... gone before we know it,

if we don’t grasp it.

5 INT. THE OLD GRANARY - LATE EVENING - SAME DAY 5

WILL crushes painkillers with the base of a cut-glass

tumbler adding a large measure of Southern Comfort. He

downs half the glass and slumps in a chair.

OVER THIS:

MATURE MIDDLETON O.S

Life can turn on such decisions.

The decision to fight on, to risk

all, to sacrifice, to not yield

or cave in or simply accept

defeat, but to push on harder and

conquer... we are young! We’re

invincible... aren’t we?

When life takes a downturn, we

can usually trace it back to just

one decision...

Beth enters the DARKENED ROOM with her youngest son and

strolls over to Will. Sensing his mood, she kisses him

tenderly.

BETH MIDDLETON

Darling...

(tenderly places hand on his

shoulder)

...Life doesn’t have to end

because of this... It can be the

start of something new!

WILL MIDDLETON

(with frustration)

How?

BETH MIDDLETON

(a loving look that says

more than words)

Perhaps it’s just time to stop,

Will.

She squeezes Will’s hand and leaves him to his thoughts.

MATURE MIDDLETON O.S

In these moments we are

defined... our fates sealed...

(CONTINUED)
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Will steps thoughtfully over to a FRAMED PHOTO - WINNING A

RACE in a SKY SIERRA COSWORTH. He downs the remains of his

drink. CLOSE ON WILL’S REFLECTION in the glass - a smile.

MATURE MIDDLETON O.S (CONT’D)

...and the world ultimately

judges us...

SMASH CUT TO:

6 INT. KINGSTON CROWN COURT - DAY - (PRESENT) 6

The Court is coming to order. WILL sits in the dock,

looking blankly ahead, accompanied the NURSE and two

GUARDS.

OVER THIS:

MATURE MIDDLETON O.S

The trouble is, masterful

illusionists can trick the mind,

divert our attention, change our

perceptions... a slant here,

another there... A Jury’s ability

to make judgements, can be

twisted. Sometimes the

fundamental truth can be lost.

A COURT USHER addresses Will - Will’s P.O.V. He sees the

Ushers lips moving in SLOW-MO, but HEARS only

distorted echoes, as if in a dream, a nightmare. The

(SFX) TINNITUS sound ringing in his ears. The Nurses HAND

touches his shoulder, momentarily snapping him from his

disturbed state. She helps him stand. JUDGE briefly

examines the doctors letter marked: ATTENTION

JUDGE MCGAEA. He discards it with contempt.

JUDGE LAMPTON MCGAEA

(gravitas)

William Middleton...

PRE-LAP: SOUND OF BUZZING FLY

SMASH CUT TO:

7 INT. NATIONAL CHARTER BANK - MANAGERS OFFICE - DAY 7

TEXT: THREE YEARS EARLIER

Will sits opposite BANK MANAGER. A FLY BUZZES in death

vortex on the window sill. Will’s P.O.V. TUNNEL VISIONED

fixated by the fly - "tuned-out". CLOSE on managers lips

SLO-MO (SFX) DIALOGUE, slows, DISTORTS, voice dropping in

and out; overpowered by the BUZZING FLY.

OVER THIS:

(CONTINUED)
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MATURE MIDDLETON O.S

Well... I hope you’re still

following... You see, this story

may take a little time to tell...

it’s not terribly complicated. It

was just made to appear that

way... A strange journey that

still possesses me, every moment

of every day, awake or asleep...

more than two decades on from

when it all began.

BANK MANAGER

(dialogue distorted, slowed)

Who could’ve foreseen the

collapse of the economy? ... ...

... ... ...

(FLY sound STOPS abruptly)

Will? Will!

WILL MIDDLETON

Yes...

BANK MANAGER

You do understand what I’m

saying, Will?

CLOSE on Will

WILL MIDDLETON

(distracted but speaks very

precisely)

Yes... You’re saying Team

Capricorn owes forty grand. Its

debtors have filed for

bankruptcy, so I can’t get what

I’m owed. My Team’s screwed and

you won’t lend any more... I

think that was the gist?

BANK MANAGER

And there’s the matter of the

personal undertaking you gave

us...

(beat)

...for twenty thousand pounds.

WILL MIDDLETON

Oh, yeah... and of course

there’s that!

BANK MANAGER

You understand... it’s not my

decision, Will. I’m just doing my

job.



CONTINUED: (3) 8.

8 EXT. NATIONAL CHARTER BANK - DAY [CONTINUING] 8

WILL stands on the bank steps, staring ahead, deflated.

Torrential rain. CUSTOMERS push past. An 80s generation

pager BLEEPS. CLOSE ON display: ROB ALLAN. Will grimaces.

SERIES OF SHOTS:

SUN NEWSPAPER WAPPING PLANT - Conveyers carrying hundreds

of tabloids

A tabloid rattles down chute. A WORKER scans a page. CLOSE

ON ARTICLE: "WPA BANK PAYS RACING DRIVER £4000 FOR

BOUNCING CHEQUE"

PULL BACK from article - LONDON STREET - LEE BURTON (28

years), smart, stands at NEWS STALL reading tabloid. PULL

BACK to impressive, glass office block: WPA GROUP - WORLD

LEADERS IN PPI

END SERIES OF SHOTS:

9 INT. CHAIRMAN & CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICE - WPA GROUP - DAY 9

ALEX FINNIGAN heavily lined, angry face (Age 70s), myopic

eyes, heavy horn-rimmed spectacles. A man with anger

problems sits at his desk puffing a cigar. Lee Burton

enters.

ALEX FINNIGAN

You have the article?

Burton hands over tabloid.

ALEX FINNIGAN (CONT’D)

(sneeringly)

One of your literary pleasures?

LEE BURTON

A friend works at the Wapping

plant... he called when he saw

it.

ALEX FINNIGAN

You have friends in low places...

(puffs his cigar)

...they can be useful.

Finnigan’s face drops as the headline REFLECTS in his

THICK LENSES: "WPA BANK PAYS RACING DRIVER £4000 FOR

BOUNCING CHEQUE".

ALEX FINNIGAN (CONT’D)

What do we know about this man?

Burton hands over a file.

(CONTINUED)
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LEE BURTON

We know he’s claiming for a

supposed injury, also that he’s

just started a redundancy claim.

ALEX FINNIGAN

And you’re confident he’s also

our whistle blower?

LEE BURTON

We know he contacted the BBC and

the exposé followed.

ALEX FINNIGAN

And yet... you signed off on this

bounced cheque nonsense? He was

seriously in debt, hanging on by

his fingernails, close to

bankruptcy. He needed a shove.

The heat turning up, not a

bleeding handout! There was no

way he could have sued us.

LEE BURTON

But he was suing us... using one

of our own legal costs policies!

Finnigan’s complexion changes. Abruptly he stubs his cigar

into the tabloid. GLOWING embers scorch the page.

ALEX FINNIGAN

The bastard was suing us... with

one of our own policies?

LEE BURTON

(long heavy sigh)

Either we settled, or we went to

court paying both sets of legal

fees. And we’d have lost anyway!

ALEX FINNIGAN

(angrily spitting the words)

Cases are not won or lost on

evidence alone. More that some

lawyers are smart, others not.

Our policies contain wonderfully

nebulous words, it’s called small

print. Use it! And turn up the

heat. I want him followed. I want

to know everything. I want every

bit of dirt, every skeleton, the

lot. If he scratches his fucking

ass, I want to know!

PRE-LAP: SOUND OF WINDSCREEN WIPERS



CONTINUED: (3) 10.

10 INT. FERRARI 308 GTS - DAY 10

Misting windscreen. Wipers flap back and forth. WILL,

watches unemployed MEN QUEUEING outside a JOB CENTRE.

Propped against the steering wheal, an open SITUATIONS

VACANT.

OVER THIS:

JOB CENTRE STAFF V.O

(incredulously)

And your last job was

driving... racing cars?... for

the past 13 years?

WILL MIDDLETON V.O

Yes

JOB CENTRE STAFF V.O

Why did you stop?

WILL MIDDLETON V.O

I didn’t exactly stop. My

co-driver’s backers went bust and

the Team went under... and I had

an accident. It’s complicated!

JOB CENTRE STAFF V.O

But you’re deemed fit

for alternative... everyday work?

WILL MIDDLETON V.O

Yes, I suppose...

WILL’S car phone RINGS, breaking his thoughts. Display

shows: ROB ALLAN. Will answers, listening.

11 INT. ROB ALLANS OFFICE - DAY 11

ROB ALLAN sits at a desk in a smart office, phone to his

ear. Impressive racing pictures and trophies adorn walls.

His racing helmet sits prominently on his desk. He’s

holding a newspaper - HEADLINE: F1’s EDDY JORDAN & THE

PRIZE INDEMNITY DEAL

ROB ALLAN

(into phone)

Jordan ran a Prize Indemnity with

and Gachot and Schumacher last

year.

(beat)

I tried it at LeMans, last June.

Cost me ten grand.



CONTINUED: (2) 11.

12 INT. FERRARI 308 GTS - DAY 12

WILL MIDDLETON

(into phone)

And it worked?

13 INT. ROB ALLANS OFFICE - DAY 13

INTERCUT WITH ROB ALLANS OFFICE

ROB ALLAN

I needed a top ten finish for a

payout... damn car broke down.

Don’t you remember? You were

there, you drove Anna over for me

before the race.

Cups his hand over mouthpiece.

But Will, this time... if the

American Team would loan us their

Porsche...

14 INT. FERRARI 308 GTS - DAY 14

Will glances at the SITUATIONS VACANT page.

ROB ALLAN V.O

(over phone, filtered)

...and you’re the master of

persuasion, Will. It’s what you

do!

They’re in debt to the IRS to

around a quarter of a million

dollars! The Team owner is a

David Mamet, and if he thought

this could sell his Porsche...

WILL MIDDLETON

(into phone)

Okay... I’ll be up tomorrow...

and you can pay my petrol!

Will tosses the newspaper onto the passenger seat.

MATURE MIDDLETON O.S PRE-LAP

What do you do when you hit rock

bottom? Look for a way back up!

15 EXT. ESTABLISHING SHOT - HEATHROW AIRPORT - DAY 15

TEXT: 27TH JUNE 1992


